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ABSTRACT

It has been proved that the fusion of hyperspectral and LiDAR data can effectively improve the performance of landuse classification. Most recent models have novel architectures which treat hyperspectral and LiDAR data equally and
convolutional neural networks are widely used for extracting features of hyperspectral data. We argue that we should
pay more attention to hyperspectral data and improve feature
extraction tools. This paper proposes a simple yet effective
model with parallel transformers. Transformers are powerful in feature extraction and feature fusion. One transformer
acts as a hyperspectral image feature extractor, while the other
transformer is responsible for capturing cross-modal interactions. Experiments on Houston dataset and MUUFL Gulfport
dataset demonstrate that the proposed model has significantly
better performance than other state-of-the-art models.
Index Terms— Hyperspectral, LiDAR, data fusion,
transformer, cross-modal
1. INTRODUCTION
Multimodal remote sensing (RS) images, such as panchromatic (PAN), hyperspectral (HS), synthetic aperture radar
(SAR), and light detection and ranging (LiDAR) images, are
widely used in many RS tasks. In this paper, we adopt HS
and LiDAR data for multimodal fusion. HS data have rich
spectral information, while LiDAR data contain the elevation
and shape information of the land surface. The integrated
application of HS and LiDAR data is proved to be effective
in pixel-level land-use classification.
Image fusion including pixel level fusion, feature level fusion, and decision level fusion is needed for the multimodal
RS task. Due to the huge differences between HS and LiDAR
data, simple pixel level fusion has limited effects. A standard
method is first to independently extract the features of each
source, and then carry out the feature level fusion. Specifically, in the early times when neural networks were not popular, researchers used various approaches to extract HS and
LiDAR features such as extinction profiles (EPs), morphological profiles (MPs), and morphological operators [1, 2]. For

feature fusion, simple addition or concatenation was widely
used. Finally, classical machine learning algorithms were employed for classification.
The development of convolutional neural network (CNN)
provides a new solution for the HS-LiDAR land-use classification task. In the beginning, most models are “fusion after
extraction” style [3, 4]. For these models, feature extraction
and fusion are still carried out sequentially and separately. Afterward, researchers realize that it is better to perform feature
fusion in the process of feature extraction to integrate features
of different levels and scales. We call these models “fusion
with extraction” style models, and most of them have utilized
attention mechanisms such as channel attention, spatial attention, and self-attention [5, 6].
Although progress has been made in this task, some issues still need to be considered. Most recent models treat HS
and LiDAR data equally and much attention is paid to the design of feature fusion mechanisms. It should be pointed out
that HS data contain much more information than LiDAR data
because HS data are high-dimension. So we argue that the extraction of rich spatial-spectral features of HS data should be
paid special attention to. Furthermore, CNNs are designed to
extract features of images with few channels and high spatial
resolutions. They are probably not powerful enough in feature
extraction of high-dimension HS data. To sum up, we believe
that the two styles of model design should be integrated and
more powerful tools should be used to extract HS features.
In this paper, we propose a transformer-based model to
address the above-mentioned issues. Transformer is a powerful tool in extracting spatial-spectral information and exploring cross-modal relationships. Our model uses parallel transformers, and we are the first to investigate the application of
transformers in the field of HS-LiDAR data land-use classification to our best knowledge. The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows.
• We analyze the problems existing in the previous HSLiDAR data fusion models.
• We develop an HS-LiDAR data fusion land-use classification model which use parallel transformers to extract
unimodal and cross-modal information.
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Fig. 1. Our propoesd ParT architecture. Attn. denotes attention mechanism, and GAP denotes global average pooling layer.
• With the same end-to-end training scheme, our model
outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines in Houston and MUUFL Gulfport dataset.
2. METHODOLOGY
As mentioned in the previous section, our model utilizes
transformer architecture. Transformers are a series of models utilizing self-attention mechanism. They were first introduced and became popular in NLP tasks [7]. After the
success of vision transformer [8], they are breaking records
in most computer vision tasks.
The architecture of our proposed parallel transformer
model (ParT) for HS-LiDAR land-use classification is shown
in Fig. 1. After a series of preprocessing, the input HS
and LiDAR data are fed into a unimodal transformer and a
cross-modal transformer to generate output sequences. Each
transformer consists of N stacked transformer blocks. The
two output sequences are added to one sequence, then we use
global average pooling to generate the final feature vector.

Dropout is applied after obtaining the weights to avoid overfitting. Equation 1-2 show the multi-head way of calculation
in MHA, where Q, K, and V sequences are split into p subsequences, and the weighted sums are calculated p times in
parallel. Results are concatenated together and fed into a linear output transform. In the unimodal blocks, three different
linear transforms are performed in the same input sequence,
while in the first cross-modal block, Q and V sequences are
generated from the LiDAR sequence and K from the HS
sequence. In subsequent blocks, K is still generated from the
original HS sequence, while Q and V are generated from the
output of the previous block.
MHA (Q, K, V ) = Concat (h1 , h2 , . . . , hp ) Wo (1)
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In our ParT, fully-connected layers, batchnorm, GeLU activations, and dropout are stacked to form the FFNs. Layernorm
and residual connections join the building blocks together.

2.1. Preprocessing

2.3. Analysis on Proposed ParT

The HS and LiDAR input are small patches around the target
pixel. We first use transforms to make them equal in channel number. Note that we use a two-layer CNN rather than
a simple fully-connected layer to transform the LiDAR data,
hoping to extract more abstract spatial information. Then we
flatten them to pixel sequences and add sinusoidal positional
embedding [8] to encode position information.

Our design is a combination of “fusion after extraction” style
model and “fusion with extraction” style model. Specially,
the unimodal transformer has global respective fields so it
is powerful in extracting spatial-spectral information from
the high-dimensional HS data [9]. In the cross-modal transformer, the MHA captures low-level interactions between
pixels of HS and LiDAR data, while FFN performs highlevel global feature tuning. Spatial information of LiDAR
data is first extracted using CNN and transmitted backward
through residual connections. There are three fusion stages in
ParT: the transforms that project HS and LiDAR data into the
same joint embedding space, the stacked cross-modal transformer, and the final addition operation. Our ParT inherits
the advantage of simple architecture design from the former
style models and hierarchical feature fusion from the latter.

2.2. Transformer blocks
Multi-head attention (MHA) and feedforward network (FFN)
are two important components of transformer blocks. MHA
calculates the weighted sum of the value (V ) sequence,
while the weights are obtained by calculating the elementwise similarities between query (Q) and key (K) sequences.

Fig. 2. (a) HS data of Houston dataset (pseudo-color image generated by 59, 40 and 23 bands). (b) Testing samples of Houston
dataset. (c) Misclassified samples of the region under the clouds (the region in the red box).
Table 1. Classification reuslts on Houston dataset

(a)
Unlabeled
Dirt and Sand
Building

(b)
Trees
Road
Sidewalk

(c)
Mostly Grass
Water
Yellow Curb

(d)
Mixed Ground Surface
Building Shadow
Cloth Panels

Fig. 3. Classification maps for the MUUFL dataset obtained
with different models including (a) ground truth map, (b) unimodal transformer using HS data, (c) unimodal transformer
using LiDAR data, (d) our ParT.
3. EXPERIMENT
3.1. Data description
We use two HS-LiDAR datasets in our experiments. Houston dataset was provided by the 2013 IEEE GRSS Data Fusion contest [10]. The HS data have 144 bands and the LiDAR data have 1 band. 2,832 training samples and 12,197
test samples are labeled and divided into 15 classes. MUUFL
Gulfport dataset [11, 12] was taken at the Gulf Park Campus
of the University of Southern Mississippi. The HS data have
64 bands and the LiDAR data have 2 bands, while we use the
first band of LiDAR data for training. 53,687 samples are labeled and divided into 11 classes without a train-test split. We
adopt the split of training and testing samples in [4].
3.2. Implementation details
We compare our ParT with several state-of-the-art models including “fusion after extraction” style models CoupledCNN
(CCNN) [13], EncDec [14] and “fusion with extraction” style
models EMFNet [5], MGA [6]. All models are trained endto-end with cross-entropy loss and Adam optimizer. We train
these models for 100 epochs with learning rate decay every 30
epochs. We use the last checkpoints to perform final testing.
For our ParT, the initial learning rate is set to 1 × 10−4 and
1 × 10−3 for the two datasets, with batchsize set to 64. The
embedding dim is 64 and the dimension of the hidden layer in

CCNN [13]
EncDec [14]
EMFNet [5]
MGA [6]
ParT(Ours)

OA(%)
87.85
88.55
87.13
88.19
91.60

AA(%)
90.22
90.78
89.64
90.34
92.66

Kappa
0.8685
0.8759
0.8605
0.8722
0.9088

Params/MB
0.54
1.29
0.90
2.36
0.42

Table 2. Classification reuslts on MUUFL dataset
CCNN [13]
EncDec [14]
EMFNet [5]
MGA [6]
ParT(Ours)

OA(%)
89.68
91.16
90.18
91.66
92.34

AA(%)
91.49
92.64
91.76
93.71
93.97

Kappa
0.8645
0.8840
0.8711
0.8906
0.8988

Params/MB
0.45
1.20
0.81
2.10
0.40

the FFN is set to 128. The number of transformer blocks and
MHA heads are set to 1 and 8 for Houston dataset, 1 and 4 for
MUUFL dataset. For data preprocessing, we adopt random
noise and random flip techniques before applying normalization. The patchsize of the two datasets is set to 11 × 11.
3.3. Experiment results
Table 1 and Table 2 show the experiment results for Houston
dataset and MUUFL dataset, respectively. We omit the classification accuracy of each class due to space constraints. The
results of the competing models are from our own implementation. It is clear that our ParT outperforms four competing
models on three metrics and has the minimum number of parameters. Samples in the red box in Fig. 2(a) are obscured
by clouds and their spectral patterns changed, making them
difficult to classify. Our ParT has the best classification performance in this area, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
To validate the effectiveness of our design, we build two
strong baselines with similar architectures. Baseline1 is a ”fusion after extraction” style model as two transformers process
HS and LiDAR data, respectively. In baseline2, the two transformers are cross-modal transformers so it is a ”fusion with
extraction” style model. Baseline1 lacks cross-modal interactions, while baseline2 lacks rich spatial-spectral information
so they underperform our ParT as Table 3 shows. We also experiment with two unimodal transformers using either HS or
LiDAR data, and the results in Fig. 3 demonstrate that feature
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Fig. 4. Attention weights visualization of ParT on Houston
dataset. The first row depicts four heads of unimodal block
and the second row cross-modal block.
Table 3. Ablation study on Houston dataset
Baseline1
Baseline2
ParT

OA(%)
90.21
89.96
91.60

AA(%)
91.77
90.34
92.66

Kappa
0.8939
0.8912
0.9088

fusion dose improves the classification result.
Fig. 4 depicts 4 of 8 attention weights of ParT trained
on Houston dataset. Every head captures unique patterns and
each pixel has its special focus. It is clear that cross-modal
interactions is very different from self-attention on HS data.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an HS-LiDAR data fusion land-use classification model using transformers. In our model, two parallel
transformers are designed to extract the rich spatial-spectral
information of HS data, spatial information of LiDAR data,
and cross-modal interactions between the two modalities.
Our parallel transformer design is a combination of two style
models and has inherited their advantages. Experiments on
two HS-LiDAR datasets have shown the effectiveness of our
design when our model outperforms other state-of-the-art
models with minimum parameter size. Code is available at
https://github.com/a21401624/ParT.
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